
Crowds of Address 
 

 
            I. 
 
To know what to say & whom to say it 

    Of 

        In wicked love, in flight 

 

In front of a door, as if anything more 

            Than idle grace might be attained there 

 

In plain sight, in the forms of night 

                Which only the wicked see 



 
            II. 
 
The forms of address are lies we tell 

Ourselves 

                So we can live 

In the wickedness of the everyday 

 

The everyday marks time only 

It is the sadness of midwinter 

Which early spring despises 

 

When we dream 

There are no surfaces 

Moved by fever 

 

 

Sadness 

Is a necessity 

Which garish day hides 

 

 

Be done with winter 

Until flagrant 

Spring decides 



 
            III. 
 
In the night that forces you to bleed 

Wind shatters the image of 

Everything you cannot see 

 

While the dead are frantic & marvelous 

In the night 

That forces you to bleed 

 

& Drains the taste of winter from your lungs 

 
§ 

 
What have you learned so far? 

Is it a history, geography, a cartography 

ed, 

        Vital as breath to the lungs? 

 

A name is a word is a thing a vital 

Organ  

A world with a wound wound up in it 

        Waiting for despair to take you down 

Under the iconography of shadows 

 

Which binds us to the tune of its name its messy 

Occupations its burnt 

Fingers 

 



& Our tongues as heavy as the sea 

 

When you sing, come find me 



 
 
            IV. 
  Alice Notley 
 
I am alone in my poems, addressed to light  

A translucent self despoiled 

    By reflections 

Of cities going by 

 

A rancid flower 

In winter 

        Beckoning 

To shadows in the rain 

 

I = iris 

What thought leaks out of 

If there is any 

                    Here 

        To drown 

A figment 

    Of desire gone by  

Astringent as contingent 

            Futures 

In the unholy crowded 

                        Sky 

 
Arouse yourself 

     

In leaks through the meanings of 

        Unformed 



                Words  

While shitty pop songs 

    In the mercantile distance 

                                Play 

 

We have been named 

In prescient 

        Lies we are 

                    Attuned to 

As summer leaks from our 

     

                Scorched 

 

         

See  in grace 

    Of the hidden name  a lost self 

 

                    Folded into light  



 
            V. 
 
Winter films our futures 

In salt  

In the ashes of the sung 

No one whispers 

 

As if born into a past 

When the moon hides its face in the burnt-out sky 

 

 

remor 

Implacable as a placard commemorating lost 

        Selves stolen 

By dead winter eyes 

 

§ 

 

Living is being born to die 



 
            VI. 
 
To feel birth in the names 

    Of desire & salt 

In the clear octaves of the letters in the summer trees 

In the radius of tune which clings 

        To the letters of your name 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A sound is as fecund as dead hands 

As the ungainly shapes of birds that no one sees 

Addressed to songs destined to burn the sight of rain 

As an empty tune clinging to your lips bursts into flame 

 



 
            VII. 
 
The dark in cities where I rest 

Is a vision of the material 

In a sky that might rain 

In a look no one clings to 

If I could destroy it 

If I could destroy the ruined tune in its desire 

If I could overhear the screams of possessors 

    Merging with the blighted 

If I could create a tremor in sheets of wind 

If I could bother the materials of song clanging 

If I could wage the flesh of disturbance in a verb 

    That burns your shadow 

If I could hum as purely as drowned villagers 

If I could twist amid demotic German eyes 

If I could stammer or burn like flowers 

In the death that winter signifies 

In the birth that all real poetry reveals 

 

It is lost in the ashes of our true selves 

Burning like skies above mirrors 

Disturbing the torment of the average proliferators 

Making hunger fear our dreams 

While we slake our wrists on potent skies 

Which flare from speech when noon is captured 

Usurping wicked need with wicked greed 

As tears flow back to the root of what wounded us 

That originating wound that forces you to see 



As a jester turns to crime novels 

Brandishing the insignia of what we despise 

Under the ruins where famished men hide 

In a voice lifted up for the sum or the rum 

    Of what would truly grieve us 

If we knew the stakes 

 

If you want to know 

Go & seek out the wind 

 

    As if you could be anything else or know  

 

 

 


